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Abstract
A perluxbaUve study of * class of ooo-singulu spiked haxmoaic
oscillators defined by the hamilloaiaa // = -tP/dr7 + r3 + A/r* in the
domaio [0,oo] is carried out, io the two extreme* of a weak coupling
and a strong coupling regimes. A path bas been found to connect both
expansions Cor a near 2.
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The fascinating world of the spiked harmonic
oscillator

The spiked harmonic oscillator system is defined by the quantum hamiltonian

« = -& + *+£

o

defined in the one-dimensional half space (0,oo), the eigenfunctions obeying
Dirichlet boundary conditions. Its name comes from the graphical shape of
the full potential, which shows a pronounced peak near the origin for A > 0.
We will assume this condition through the paper.
This is a two parameter problem, A and o, with physical relevance but
also with fascinating properties from the point of view of mathematical
physics. First of all, there is no dominance of any of the two terms of the
interaction potential, r3 and A/r°, for extreme values of A. So, in the case
of A —• 0, the l/r° adds an infinite repulsive barrier near the origin. On
the other hand, in the A —» oo limit one cannot neglect the r3 term, the
potential being in this case like a wide valley extending from 0 to oo.
Potentials of this kind arc of relevance in a wide range of physical situations, in chemical (tliybirs, nuclear physics and particle physics. However we
will pay more attention to their mathematical physics interest [l]-[5]. Dctwiler and Klaudcr [2] realized that normal perturbation theory could not
be applied for values of a > 5/2, and they were able to predict the kind
of dependence of the ground slate energy for small values of A. Afterwards
Harrell [3] developed a special perturbation theory, called singular perturbation theory, and obtained the first terms of the small A expansion, which
turned out to be a non-power series expansion. Special methods have been
designed to compute the eigenvalues with high precision (4,5] . Efttevez and
the present authors [6] managed to obtain a strong coupling expansion for
the ground state energy.
Our interest in this problem was motivated by HarrcU's result for the
ground state energy corresponding to o = 5/2,

(2)
and the close analogy with the low-density expansion of the energy of a
many-body boson system at zero temperature [7]

2th?
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(3)

We intended to apply extrapolam methods to eq. (2) analogous to those
to successfully used in the case of the low density expansion [8) to extend
Ike range of applicability of eq. (2) to higher values of A. We did not find
lhe appropriate extrapolam, even if the information coining from the strong
coupling expansion was used.
So we come back again to this problem, i.e., to find a bridge connecting
values of the ground state energy at small A with values at large A, this time
focusing the simpler, non-singular cases corresponding to o < 5/2.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we obtain the weak
coupling expansion using standard perturbation theory up to second order.
Section 3 extends the algebraic calculations of our previous work [6] so as to
compute up to the tenth order of the strong perturbation expansion. Section
4 tries to get a path from the weak coupling regime to the strong coupling
one. This turns out to be quite simple for a = 2, but again we do not find
the way of dealing with the other cases. However, we have (bund this path
for values of A in the vicinity of 2, as we show in section 5. Finally, section
6 presents a summary of the problem, as it was treated here.
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The weak coupling perturbation expansion (WCP)

Let us split the hamiltouian ( 1 ) AS usual in a Ho part
llo=-d2/dr2

+ r2,T>0

(4)

and a perturbation
Hi = A/r*

(5)

The eigemtales of UQ are the odd-parity solutions of the one-dimensioaal
harmonic oscillator satisfying the DirichJet boundary condition V^O) = 0.
We will represent these »utes by \n), n = 0 , 1 , 2 . . . , their unperturbed
energy being £Í 0 ) = 3 + 4n.
The relevant matrix elements for the perturbative calculation up to second order are [6]
V

'

;

ri(3a)/2)(2r(a/2)

' '

v/(2n+l)!r(3/2)

where (a)» is the Pochhammer symbol. The WCP expansion for the ground
state energy result*

with

S, = r[(3 - o)/2]/r(3/2)

(8)

and
2

1*1(3~~

P(3/2)

provided the relevant integral* are defined, i.e., only valid for the nonsingular cates where o < 5/2. In the case a = 5/2 the correction 5 t is
well defined, but the sum appearing in eq. (9) is infinity [6). An alternative
way of writing Sz is

_
*~

r'((3-q)/2)
r»(3/2) £41(3/2)*!

l

'

We have not found a simpler form for 5a, except for the case a s 2, to be
discussed later. The sum appearing in eq. (10) is very slowly convergent,
so that to have several digits of precision it will be necessary to consider a
huge amount of terms.
For practical use, it is convenient to use one of the standard methods
for summing up convergent «eries. Let us make a comparison with another
exactly summable series. Consider the sum

obtained by replacing the quantity n of the denominator of eq. (10) by

(»+l). Let

be the sum we are interested in. Obviously, for n large enough the terms of
F and G will be very close. These series are connected by the expression

"•'*£*<•+&*•

<13)

The correction series in this equation will require much less terms to be
computed. Note finally that F may be written in terms of a special form of
the bypergeometric function

- I - 2 < o / 2 - l)a] (U)

whereas the correcting series is evaluated by direct summation. In this way
one obtains
£©(a = 1/2)
£o(a~l)
£0(0 = 3/2)
£o(a-2)

=
=
=
=

3+1.022766A - 0.0137842A' + ...
3+U28379A-0.07789Q2A a + ...
3+1.382735A-0.334783A' + ...
3 + 2A-2A* + ...

U

.
'

We have also included the term corresponding to a = 2 in the above list of
results, but this term cannot be obtained by the above described technique.
Actually in this case eq.(14) has no sense. However, this case may be evaluated by carrying out transformations on eq(9): use the duplication formula of
the gamma function [9] to obtain (2n+1)! = (2r)- 1 2 te +'/»r(n+ l)r(n+1/2)
and realise that the resulting sum is equivalent to
5 2 (a = 2) = - ? jF,(l,l;5/2;l) = - 2

(16)

It is not a surprise to obtain simple numbers for the perturbative expansion in the case a = 2. Actually, the Schrõdinger equation may be exactly
solved in this case, as found in some textbooks on Quantum Mechanics [10].
The unnornialized eigenstates of the full hamiltonian are given by
* , ( a = 2) = r>exp(-rV2)A/(-n,p,r 2 )

(17)

with p = |l + ^1 + 4A]/2 and M is the confluent hypergeometric function
which degenerates in this case to a polynomial in r7.
The corresponding eigenvalues are
(18)
From this closed form for the energy one can easily obtain both a weak
coupling expansion and a strong coupling expansion, namely,
)

= 2) = 2 + 2vtf[l + 1/8A - 1/128A2 + 1/1024A3 - 5/32768A4 + # ...)
(19)
the first expansion being valid for |A| < 1/4 whereas the second converges
for |A| > 1/4.
Before ending this section we would like to mention a question regarding these cabes of non-singular perturbation theory. The problem is that
whereas the resulting expansion for the energy is neatly obtained (even

more, it agrees with the numerically determined eigenvalues for small A),
the perturbed wave functions cannot be always obtained in the same way.
Dealing specifically with the o = 2 case we have for the first correction to
the wave function
(o

-

2 >

-

which may be rearranged ia a power series in r by using the explicit form
of the Her mite polynomials. It results

1*0

By collecting the terms of each given power of r in the double sum of eq (21)
it turns out that each coefficient is infinity. For example, the r term of this
double sum has the coefficient 2 £ ^ i , l / j \ i.e., the harmonic series. This is
a quite surprising result, having a properly defined expansion for the energy
eigenvalues but an inappropriate expansion for the wave function. In other
words, at least for a — 2 the standard perturbation theory is in fact a
singular perturbation theory in Harrell's sense (2).
This result for the wave function is easily understood if one expands the
exact wave function in powers of A. One has to use the wave function (17)
normalized, because the norm depends also on A. For n=0 we have

(
_ 2 _ j r<.*^n./»exp(-fV2)
and the first order perturbative correction is
V o l) -

2I-"4XT

(in r - ^ ( 3 / 2 ) ) exp(-r 3 /2)

(22)
(23)

the coefficient of the exp term is no longer a polynomial in r. This explains
the strange result of the perturbation expansion for the wave function, but
nevertheless does not clarify why the energy has a regular expansion. It
would be interesting to find a special summation formula for eq.(21) which
could produce the non-power series expansion of eq.(23)

3

The strong coupling perturbation expansion (SC

Probably the most popular care of a SCP expansion it the anbannonic
oscillator i a + Xx*, which is alto described in qaantum mechanics textbooks.
When A is very large, the z 3 term can be neglected wiUi respect to the
perturbation Ax*, and a scaling in tke coordinate leads to the conclusion that
the energy in the A -» oo limit is given by cA1'*, where c is the eigenvalo*
of the operator -d7/dx* + z* [11}.
In oar case, however, there is not each a simple transiting. Eves for
large values of the coupling constant both terms of the interaction, i* and
A/x* , are important. A special «ay of dealing with the strong coupling
limit of the spiked oscillators was presented in foil detail in oar previoas
work [6]. The procedure is based in an idea borrowed from Wittea's study
of hydrogenic atoms in the so called l/N expansion [12], where N is the
Dumber of dimensions of the space. The system is described starting from
the classical equilibrium point, i.e., the minimum of the (all potential, and
afterwards the quantum corrections and the residual interaction art added
up. In practice this means that there are a bane or sero energy given by
the value of the potential at the minimum V(rm4n), a tero order hamillonian Ho = -(Pjdx1 + u7z7 of harmonic type, u being related to the second
derivative of the potential at the minimum, and finally anharmonic corrections z 3 , z4, ... . In this description z is the distance measured from the
classical equilibrium point, z = r - rmtn.
In this way there results an expansion of the energy in powers of the
quantity
'/(3>
(24)

of the form
= E. j/i- 2 + £o + £JM3 + A /

+ • ••

(25)

i.e., involving non-integral powers of the coupling constant A. The way
of computing the coefficient* Em as well as some of them (op to £4) was
presented in Eef. (6]. The calculation was greatly reduced by using computer
algebraic manipulation codes, but, perhaps due to our lack of experience
with this technology, we were only able to compute up to £4 before runniug
out of memory. Some improvement» have permitted us to arrive up to £1©.
The results arc simpler to display (and compute) in terms of the parameter

u» = x/õT2

(26)

a»d u t lifted btlowr

£3
£4
£«

=
=
=

£,

=

(-*-.« + llu- 3 - 10)/72
(a/*- 1(L<*-39u- 4 + 3 2 0 ^ - 2 7 2 ) / l 7 2 8 u >
(-317u; l3 + 2S47u/l0 +29661*^
+ 413O832u^ - 3207006)/9331»Qur 3
(2in^4-869XT14-561578^2
-56629W&J* - 3243©568u>4 + 133712307**/*
- 973O20928)/895795200L/

(-C24M9L?°-5466679u- l t + 3«3722706u» 1 *- 1117&32430u>M
-22741915965w 13 + 1O4O66243MW10 + 266411386292u^1017106275936^/ - S3S 1642164608a/4 + 201515102743O4w3
- M098737345036)/316036S465600u>4
(27)
ID Table 1 we «bow the value* of the*e cocffiaeaU for totue
ptsúcuiu
valaes of a which correspond to non uogalxr p<rt«rb*tion caet
Tbes«
values axe of ioterest tor farther «jiaJyttc ttady of the «erics, but it does not
help very much taJuag a quick look at tbe tendency oi the** coefficienU.
S<. io Table 2 we have induded tbe vaiues of tbe time tel of coefficienu,
tbjfc time computed i* FORTRAN with a floating point representation The
table extend* up to Eyo Note that with the exception of the ca*e o = 2,
tbe coefficient* behave rather erratically with the order.
It turn* out that this perturbation expvn«k>n is abnormal. The eigenvalues obtained with this method, a* we have shown in [6], do actually give a
very (ood value of the ground staie eoerfic* (or very large A, but the radius
of convergence of tb« SCP expansion* is »ot known (obviously, with the exception of the case a = 2). On tbe other band, we know that the expansion
for the wave function is not convergent because the successive corrections
extend also into the interval (-00,OJ. Note that we »re dealing in this SCP
expansion with a OBe-dimensioDal harmonic oacillator problem extending in
all the space. So we axe again facing an expaauon reasonable for the energy
but inappropriate (or the wave function.
£10

4

=

Is there a path from A —» oo t o A —* 0?

The content of ibis section is quite speculative. We know few terms of the
WCP expansion and aJso several terms of the SCP expansion. On the other

a

£-1

1/2

1

3/2

2

5/2

5

3

7

2

I
s

2

73

vi
s
32

V5

1

7
3»

77
2U

4

£4

E*

41472VJ

0
2O4W00

U»43BX
IÓ42J3

A
U

uionoco/íõ
-1WH34210OS*
1SA& 74497601 » 4 M

2O97IS2O0Q0

-4«74OC7
X«73^«00

«4
^1

I

512

133741SOC723M00

Table 1: Tie coclPicieuu of the SCP expansion up to order ten io rational
(or irrational) form for several values of the exponent a from 1/2 up to 5/2.

N
2
0

2
4

6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20

o = 1/2
500000000
1.58113683
0.15625000
006114560
004193213
0.04883265
007981506
0.16418623
0.40470360
1.16029548
3.78818681
1386291828

a =1

300000000
1.73205081
0.19444444
0.04944898
0.01838277
0.01446708
0.01630980
0 02190383
0.03492499
0.06508549
0.13837039
0.32971546

a = 2/2
o =2
2333J3333 2.00000000
1.87082869 2.00000000
022569444 0.25000000
002832304
0
-000250512 -0.01562500
-0.00121935
0
-000068449 0.00195312
-0.00131199
0
0.00116044 -0.00030518
0
-0.00044473
0 00005696 000005341
0
0.00002870

a = 5/2
1.8000000000
2.12132034
0.26736111
0.03353779
-0.01739549
0.01167941
0.00110958
-0.00682551
0.00254260
0.00817874
-0.01109314
-0.01442769

Table 2: The coefficients of the SCP expansion up to order twenty in floating
form for keveral values» of tlic exponent a from 1/2 up to 5/2 . All digit» are
exact but I lie I.iil, which ni.iy have been rounded.

hand, except for the case a = 2, we do not know the radii of convergence of
lhe»e expansions. The question is if it Í6 possible to find a constructive way
of connecting both expansions and, still better, to get an estimate (even if
approximate) of the ground state energy valid for all regimes of the coupling
constant.
The case of o = 2 is quite illuminating because in this case there is a
simple and obvious way of carrying out this connection. Going back to the
second of eqs. (19), which is a particular way of writing down the SCP
expansion, we square the series in brackets and take the square root of the
result

£ 0 (a = 2) = 2+2>/Ã f [l + 1/8A - 1/128A2 + 1/1024A3 - 5/32768A4 + ...]']
(28)
Computing the square of the inner bracket produces, within the known
coefficients, the very simple result of 1 + 1/4A so that one ends up with
(29)
which is the exact result quoted in (18). Of course, the manipulation of this
series may seem speculative, but it is a common useful practice in the field of
series extrapolation. Actually there are two steps involved in this procedure.
First, the explicit presence of non-integral powers is removed by using the
trick of rising the series to some adequate power, and maintaining frozen (i.e.
not expanding) the compensating inverse power. The second step, which was
not used here, is to construct Padé or similar extrapolants to the transformed
series, so as to have still control of the (known) dominating power in the
limit of interest. This technique has been largely applied in different physical
systems as 2-species-fermion hard-spheres [13] , fully interacting fermion
gases [14] , and Lennard-Jones boson fluids [15].
We now try to apply the same procedure to other caces. The SCP series
has only even powers of th'e effective coupling constant /* = (2/Aa)1^*"1"3) so
the simpler case will correspond t o a s 1. The actual series for the energy
has the form
(/)

( / )
3

3

£«(2/A)</3 +

£*(2/A)«/ + £8(2/A)«/ + £io(2/A) 10 / 3 + ...

with En given in Tables 1 and 2. The most immediate way of getting rid
of the non integral powers parallels lhe o = 2 case. Consider the dominant
10

term with coefficient £ - 3 . The next exponent differing from 2/3 in an
integer is the term £41 the next one is Eio, and so on. So we may extract a
sub-series from eq.(30)
2/3 ,

[

,

a

£4(2/A) + £,o(2/A)« +...]

(31)

and the way of having only integral powers of A is to raise the square bracket
to the power 3 and later take the cubic root, or some other combination like
2/3 and 3/2.
Something similar may be done with the other two subseries contained in
eq.(30), namely the series containing £b, £ « , . . . and the series £3, £ « , . . . .
Unfortunately the method does not work. In fact,«i the end there will result
expressions depending upon A3 thai will not be able to generate the WCP
expansion which contains also odd powers of A. In addition, this mechanism
of extracting subseries will iepend critically on the value of a and on the
congruencies of the exponents 2n/(a + 2).
In conclusion, some new kind -of extrapolation mechanism should be
devised to deal with this analytic continuation. Certainly, there remains
still the question of the existence of such a path connecting the SCP and
the WCP expansion. This question is analyzed to some extent in the next
section.

5

A two-parameter perturbation expansion

The key point of this section is that because we do not know what to do
with one-parameter expansion, let us jump forward and add an extra parameter. Again we are inspired by the many-body problem, specifically in
the so called van der Waals or Quantum Thermodynamic Perturbation The»
ory (also applied in the study of classical fluids), in which the low-density
expansion of the energy per particle is expanded again by splitting the interaction into a strongly repulsive part and an attractive part switched on by
means of the new expansion parameter [16,17,18,19]. The resulting double
series is afterwards analyzed by constructive methods.
Our idea is to expand the pcrturbative series around the values a = 2,
where we know the way of connecting the two perturbation regimes. So
consider o = 2 + TJ and expand both the SCP and the WCP expansion up

11

to first order in if. FVom eq.(24) we readily get

and the expansions (27) of the En in terms of 17 turn out to be
E-i

SB 2 -

£o
Ei
£4
£6

=
=
SB
=

21/4 + 9 / 2 4 + ...
-17/I6+...
-l/64-61if/3840 + ...

£s

=

if/64+ ...

=

1/512 +527if/64512+ ...

(33)

FVom here we may obtain the new SCP expansion, which with some special
ordering of its terms turns out to be

E = 2

3

l

ift/Xln A [-1/4 + 1/32A - 3/512A* + 5/4096A + ...) +
it [1/4 -1/16A+1/64A 3 + . . . ) +
^ [-1/48 - 1/240A + 739/129024A3 + ...]
valid for small 17 and large A. The second term appearing in the r.h.s. of
eq.(34) is our previous series (28), so that, for A > - 1 / 4 , its value i s y i + 4A.
The series of the third term can be recognized as - l / 4 > / l + 1/4A, so that
the third term becomes

^

]

(35)

which we guess to be valid for A > 0. Something analogous happens with
the fourth term, its value being qA/(l +4A). Unfortunately neither chance
nor intuition suggest any closed form for the last series.
There is however an alternate approach to this two-parameter expansion
problem, which consists in using standard perturbation theory to compute
£(2 + tj), at least up to first order in q and valid for all physical values of
A. Take now as the unperturbed hamiltonian
+ ra + A/r2

(36)

and use as perturbation
(37)
12

which it lhe Obi) term of A( l/r 2 + * - 1/r 3 ). Note that due to the particular
dependence on A of the pcrturbaliou (37), which is linked to 17 in the form
AIJ, a perlurbalive calculation at first order in f\ will be valid for all values
of A, provided lhe integrals are well defined. The final result will be valid
for A > - 1 / 4 , a> it will be shown.
One can compute the Obi) correction by direct integration of /// times
the square of the ground atate wave function mentioned in section 2, eq.(22).
However, the presence of the logarithm in /// invites to search for an alternate procedure. It tuu<» out to be much simpler to get the first order
correction by expanding in (towers of 17 the expectation value of the full
perturbation (l/r i + l < - 1/r'). Thi» is a valid procedure for the first order
correction, but it will not be appropriate for highyr orders. One obtains in
this way

and the energy is given by

£ = 2 + VTTIÃ -

1)X

* (N/TTTÃ/2)
+ Obi2)
N

V* + 4A

'

where V is the digaiuma iunction [U] .
The importance of the above equation is that it is the link between the
SCF regime and the WCP regime, at least in some region around o = 2.
From equation (3D) one ran obtain the new form of the WCP expansion
turre» pond ing to cq». (15) , with the result
E{2 t i / ) = 3 t A(2 - i/vU/2)) -r A'( - 2 + 2i/W 1/2) - i;v'( 1/2)) + . . . (40)
It is quite easy to cherk that the coefficient of A coincides with the expansion of $1, eq.(S). However, it is quite cumbersome to obtain directly the
coeiiicicid of A3 from the value of Sit eq.(U).
More interesting i» the case of large A, i.e., the SCP regime. It is not
easy to obtain the expansion of eq.(39) for large A. Terms like y/\ + 4A axe
transformed a*

1/8A - 1/128A3 + l/1024A:* + . . . )

13

(4.)

resulting in an expansion in non-integral powers of A. The trouble cornea
with the dagamma function. It it convenient to UM the asymptotic expansion

19)
i>(z) = Ini - 1/2* - 1/12Í3 + 1/12Q** - 1/2521* + ...

(42)

with

expanded a* above, and reexpand each of th« terms of the djgamma asymplotic expansion. The final result of all this procedure u, a* expected, exactly
•0,(34).
So, to conclude this teuton, we have at least fouud an expansion of the
ground state energy, given in eq(39), which term at a bridge between the
A -• 0 and the A -• oo regime*. Thit repreteotation, however, it only valid
in tome region axouad a = 2. One then may gue&& that there mu&l exi&t a
conttruc'ive method to go from the SCP to the WCP regime*. To find it
make* up an interesting challenge.

6

Summary

In thit work we have obtained several results concerning the family of nonsingular tpiked harmonic oscillators, as described below.
1. The weak coupling expansions for Ftveral values of the exponent a of
the repulsive barrier, eqs.(15).
2. The strong coupling expansion up to tenth order, in algebraic form.
3. A constructive method to couuect both expansion* for arbitrary coupling constant A in a region around a = 2.
However some new que*tiou* have arisen regarding this family of potential*, and we will single out two of them.
1. The abuormal behavtor of the standard, weak coupling perturbation
theory, when trying to get the first correction to the wave funclioo,
and
2. Our failure in obtaining a general constructive method to connect the
two pcrturbative regimes for general values of the exponent a of the
perturbation.

14

We hope our work will encourage further research, not only in the simpler
case of non-singular interactions, but also in the more challenging situation
of singular perturbative cases.
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